Mathematical modeling of dispersal phenomenon in biofilms.
A mathematical model for dispersal phenomenon in multispecies biofilm based on a continuum approach and mass conservation principles is presented. The formation of dispersed cells is modeled by considering a mass balance for the bulk liquid and the biofilm. Diffusion of these cells within the biofilm and in the bulk liquid is described using a diffusion-reaction equation. Diffusion supposes a random character of mobility. Notably, biofilm growth is modeled by a hyperbolic partial differential equation while the diffusion process of dispersed cells by a parabolic partial differential equation. The two are mutually connected but governed by different equations that are coupled by two growth rate terms. Three biological processes are discussed. The first is related to experimental observations on starvation induced dispersal [1]. The second considers diffusion of a non-lethal antibiofilm agent which induces dispersal of free cells. The third example considers dispersal induced by a self-produced biocide agent.